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I believe…
§ That

all humans/mammals crave PLAY (structured or “free”)
have a generation of children who are “play-deprived”
§ Children don’t know what to do if they are “bored”
§ We

§ Many

parents were the first generation of “screenagers”
may be a “Magic Bullet” - It can develop: social skills,
emotional regulation, creativity, problem-solving,
perseverance, patience, relieve stress, and be joyful!
§ Educators, parents, and childcare workers can integrate
PLAY:
§ Without the need for extensive training
§ With very little money/costs
§ With very little time for preparation and
implementation
§ Play

Big Ideas
§ PLAY

is fun, joyful, natural, and necessary for
developing HEALTHY brains.

§ PLAY

and physical activity can help develop problemsolving, creativity, and students’ social skills.

§ PLAY

can and should be integrated into school &
classroom experiences. “Play to Learn”
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Play functions as the major means by which children:
1. develop intrinsic interests and competencies;
2. learn how to make decisions, solve problems,

exert self-control, and follow rules;

3. learn to regulate their emotions;
4. make friends and learn to get along with others

as equals;

5. experience joy.
“The Decline of Play…”
Peter Gray, American Journal of Play, 2011

Learning Challenges
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Attention Deficit
Hyperactivity
Impulse Control
Bullying
Social Cognitive Disorder
Childhood Obesity
Learned Helplessness
Undeveloped Physical Skills /Dexterity
Sleep Disorders

§ Social Skills

§ Creativity / Imagination
§ Problem-Solving

Skills
§ Motivation / Engagement
§ Growth Mindsets
§ Self-Regulation
§ Self-Reflection / Empathy
§ Goal – Directed Behavior
© 2019, Martha Kaufeldt, Scotts Valley, CA
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Play-Deprived?
The kinds of mental disorders we’re
seeing in childhood today are exactly
what you would expect to see if children
were being “Play –Deprived.”
Peter Gray

Three Criteria of PLAY

1.

Play resembles a serious behavior, such as hunting
or escaping, but is done by a young animal or is
exaggerated, awkward, or otherwise altered.

2.

Play has no immediate survival purpose. It appears
to be done for its own sake and is voluntary and
pleasurable.

3.

Play occurs when an animal is not under stress and
does not have something more pressing to do.

Play, Stress and the Learning Brain
Sam Wang & Sandra Aamodt http://dana.org/news/cerebrum/detail.aspx?id=39402

PLAY Continuum
§

UNSTRUCTURED
UNST
TRUCT
TURED - “FREE” PLA
PLAY
LA
AY
AY

§ “Free” Play

§

STRUCTURED
ST
TRUCT
TURED - ST
STYLIZED
TY
TYLIZED
TY
PLAY
PLA
LA
AY
AY

§ Play by the “Rules”

§ Child controls objects, concepts § Adults control the objects, concepts
§ No time constraints

§ Time is a factor: Begin/End

§ Location is ANYWHERE

§ Location/space dependent

§ Solitary or group

§ Often an organized group

§ Non-competitive

§ Often competitive / teams

§ Voluntary

§ Required / Expected
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Decline in Children’s Play
§ Both parents working = daycare, kids signed

up for more activities, and a parent isn’t
available to supervise outdoor play.

§ “Over-Structured” schedules and organized

activities with added transportation
available.
§ “Stranger Danger” and (perceived) unsafe
outdoor spaces.

Decline in Children’s Play
School testing pressure=
lack of P.E., recess, etc.

Decline in Children’s Play
Media and
technology =
hours of indoor,
sedentary,
screen-time.
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Technology (Screen) “Addiction”
•

Some kids (and adults) can develop computer and
game addictions

•

They ignore social interaction and other pursuits in
favor of playing computer games.

•

Too much gaming can have adverse health effects
on a child, like weight gain, eye strain and muscle
tension.

•

Children need to run and play (exercise) for optimal
health and well-being.

Big Idea
§Play is fun, joyful, natural, and

necessary for developing
HEALTHY brains.

“PLAY” is a
Primary
ry Emotion
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Benefits of Play on the Learning Brain
ParentingScience.com

(Gwen Dewar, PhD, 2008)

§ Play

opportunities improve memory and
stimulate growth in the cerebral cortex.
§ Play, movement, and exploration trigger
the secretion of BDNF = growth of brain
cells.
§ Frequent

play breaks help kids pay more
attention to academic tasks.

BDNF = Brain-Derived Neurotropic Factor
§ BDNF

binds to receptors in the synapses between
neurons, increasing voltage (yes your brain is electric!),
and improving signal strength.

§ It

activates genes that increase production of more BDNF
and other important proteins, as well as serotonin, the
neurotransmitter vital for learning and self-esteem.

§ Low

levels of BDNF have been associated with depression
and even suicide.
§ Basically BDNF improves the function of neurons,
encourages new neurons to grow and protects them from
stress and cell death.

SPARK! By John Ratey, MD
So how do you get more
BDNF?

Exercise!
Move!
“Energetic challenges!”
Exercise for your brain’s health

© 2019, Martha Kaufeldt, Scotts Valley, CA
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Properties of Play
§ Apparently

sake)
§ Voluntary
§ Inherent

purposeless (done for its own

attraction
from time

§ Freedom

§ Diminished

consciousness of selff
potential
“Play” by Stuart Brown, M.D.

§ Improvisational
§ Continuation

desire

Could a lack
of early
“rough &
tumble” play
be a cause of
Bullying
behaviour(s)?

Could a lack of
outdoor play be
a cause of
Attention
Disorders?
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© 2013, Martha Kaufeldt

- Kids who had more than 15 minutes a day of
breaks behaved better during academic time.
- 30% of the children (10,000+) in the study had no
recess or less than 15 minutes of recess each day.
Pediatric Journal 2009

Big Idea
Play and physical
activity can help
promote problemsolving, creativity
and develop
students’ social
skills.
© 2019, Martha Kaufeldt, Scotts Valley, CA
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Benefits of Play on the Learning Brain
ParentingScience.com (Gwen Dewar, PhD, 2008)

§ Symbolic

and pretend play
promote language development
§ Play may contribute to creative
problem-solving abilities.
§ Blocks, building, and
construction play contribute to
math achievement.

“There is no activity for which
young children are better prepared
than fantasy play. Nothing more
dependable and risk-free, and the
dangers are only pretend.”
Vivian Gussin Paley, A Child’s Work, p.8

Social Benefits of Play

Through play, children acquire a range
of social savvy and expertise:
§ How to take turns and share
§ How to negotiate power struggles
§ How to cooperate and form alliances
§ How to concede with grace.
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Games Teach “Productive S

ggle”
ggle

§ You

expect to have failures
when mastering a game.

§ Struggle

and failure are justt
part of the process toward
success.

28

Big Idea
PLAY can and should be
integrated into school and
classroom experiences.

Key Elements of PLAYFULNESS
§
§
§

LAUGHTER – HUMOR – FUN
NOVELTY – CURIOSITY - MYSTERY
MOVEMENT – PHYSICAL CHALLENGES

© 2019, Martha Kaufeldt, Scotts Valley, CA
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‘Play is fundamental to the quality of
childhood, to children’s entitlement
to optimum development, to the
promotion of resilience and to the
realization of other rights’

–

UN Committee on the Rights of the Child

PLAY 4 (MORE) Ways
§ Increase

unstructured play time, P.E. and
recess.
§ Provide parent education about the
importance of PLAY and send home “Play
ideas.”
§ Orchestrate “Discovery Play Days” Minimum
day?
§ Encourage After School programs to
promote “unstructured” discovery play.

Learn to PLAY
and PLAY to Learn
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Unstructured, spontaneous PLAY
promotes healthy brain development
Many researchers have determined that unstructured, spontaneous PLAY is a crucial developmental
element (Brown, 2009; Diamond & Hopson, 1998; Panksepp & Biven, 2012; Ratey, 2008). PLAY—
defined here as vigorous positive engagement with others—is considered one of the seven primary
process emotions put forth by neuroscientist Jaak Panksepp.
The urges to PLAY and to SEEK out others for some enthusiastic social fun are natural primary process
emotions. If young animals are healthy and feeling good, they almost invariably play together when
given the chance. “Play only occurs when one is safe, secure and feeling good, which makes play an
exceptionally sensitive measure for all things bad” (Panksepp & Biven, 2012, p.355). The urge to play
boisterously is so strong in many young children that parents, teachers, and caregivers may
discourage it. Many researchers are gathering data suggesting that attention disorders and
hyperactivity may be a result of diminished opportunities for physical play. Richard Louv in his book
Last Child in the Woods (2005) suggests that a lack of specifically outdoor play influences the
likelihood of attention deficit. He has coined the term “nature-deficit disorder.” The simple first
response to managing students with ADHD might be to consider more frequent outside and roughand-tumble play opportunities (Panksepp & Biven, 2012; Ratey, 2008).
In the animal world as well as with humans, play teaches how to socialize successfully. It is when
playing with others that one develops emotional intelligence, the ability to perceive others’
emotional state and to learn appropriate responses (also known as social intelligence; Goleman,
1995).
Practicing skills needed for the future doesn’t have to be boring or tedious. If you make a game of
something, you can be getting better and have fun doing it. Playing allows for mistakes without heavy
consequences. Most important, PLAY can be a terrific motivator.
•
•
•
•
•

Animals that play a lot learn how to navigate and adapt and are smarter.
Animal species that play a lot generally have larger brains.
Active play stimulates the release of BDNF (brain-derived neurotrophic factor), which
stimulates nerve growth in the brain, particularly in the amygdala.
Lots of play correlates to the development of the frontal cortex.
Lots of play also increases growth in the cerebellum. The cerebellum was once thought to be
primarily responsible for motor control and coordination, but recent research shows it is
responsible for attention, language processing, and more.
© 2019, Martha Kaufeldt, Scotts Valley, CA BeginWiththeBrain.com
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Playing with toys and sociali ing in an enriched environment can prompt brain growth and
development.
Playing feels good. hen people see out opportunities and others with whom to engage in
play this anticipation causes a dopamine release. esearch indicates that it is our
endogenous opioid and cannabinoid receptors (our brain s natural pleasure chemicals) that
are triggered to provide us with a feeling of euphoria and the giggles. This feeling can be
somewhat addicting and may be why some children (and adults) ust can t get enough
play time
Playing provides a way to practice, re-stimulate, and strengthen new neural connections.

n a classroom, setting aside some space, time, and opportunities for play
could provide great benefits.
ntegrate play opportunities into all classroom activities
• atisfy the natural urge children have to
out fun and to sociali e with
their peers
• Provide a fun way to practice new nowledge, procedures, and
understandings
• reate a natural way to build important social s ills
• Build a classroom community and diminish social isolation
• timulate brain growth and development with active discovery play
•
otivate students who are hyperactive or struggling with attention disorders.
• elieve stress and tension and allow for greater focus on learning.

(Adapted from The

otivated Brain © 2015, ASCD, Gregory and Kaufeldt)
Pages

-

and
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Integrating PLAY Opportunities in the Classroom
z Play to Learn Content & Strategies
• Puppets: Students use Hand Puppets to read-aloud, teach a skill
to the class, summarize a passage from literature, or explain the
computation of a math problem. No puppets – no problem! Draw
a face on your closed fist and make it come alive!
• Mud-Sand -Water Play: Often found in early childhood classrooms and play grounds,
create opportunities for older children to explore the elements too. “River Cutters”
(GEMS Unit on Erosion), Oobleck (1.5-2 cups Cornstarch + 1 cup Water), Build models
of Clepsydras & Shadoofs. http://www.history.com/shows/ancientdiscoveries/articles/build-your-own-with-the-ancient-hobbyist
• Microscopes, Magnifiers & Batteries: Keep a box of hand lenses, magnifiers, and
inexpensive microscopes available to examine anything in the
classroom or collected from outdoors: paper, hair, leaves,
fingerprints, fabric, rocks, fruit, etc. Organize a box of batteries,
wires, clips, and small light bulbs for students to experiment with
circuits.
• Tableaux: (tableau vivant) Students in bits of costumes and with props are posed to
replicate a scene from literature or history. Throughout the duration of the display, the
participants do not speak or move. Add: At a signal (“Action”) the scene comes to life.
• Jeopardy (TV Game Shows) Use TV game show formats to review facts and study for
tests. Students create the questions and answers. Templates for a Power Point
Jeopardy-style game found online: http://teach.fcps.net/trt10/PowerPoint.htm
• Phonetic Punctuation: Originated by entertainer Victor Borge, create sound effects
and hand-gestures for punctuation marks. Read passages aloud and have students
demonstrate the punctuation! http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lF4qii8S3gw
• Dollar Words: Give each letter of the alphabet a numeric value: a=1, b=2, c=3, d=4…
Compute the “value” of words by adding up the letters. Keep a look-out for “dollar”
words: botanist, flurry, motors, or: http://www.balmoralsoftware.com/dollar.htm
• L-Game: A simple strategy game designed by creativity guru
Edward deBono. The five pieces are easily made by students and
can be played anytime. http://www.edwdebono.com/lgame.htm
• Pick-up-Stix: A game of physical precision and mental skill. A
bundle of 'sticks,' approximately 6-8 inches long, are held in a loose
bunch and released on a table top, falling in random disarray. Each player, in turn, must
remove a stick from the pile without disturbing the remaining ones. Steady hands,
strategic maneuvers, and patience are keys to success. Learn cause & effect, sequencing,
and strategy.
• Role-Play: Students assume the roles of literature characters, historical figures, famous
people or invented roles and collaboratively create scenes or skits. Participants
determine the actions of their characters based on their understanding of the intentions,
personalities, and actions.

© 2017, Martha Kaufeldt, Scotts Valley, CA
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z Play to et nergi ed
• Balance Games: Practice standing on one foot. Learn variations of the
oga “Tree Pose” -http://yogainmyschool.com/ 011/0 /1 /ten-treesvarieties-of-tree-pose “Push Me Over” Stand facing a partner. Keep feet
about should width apart. With hands at shoulder height with palms facing
your partner, make eye contact and try to “push” your partner off balance
with quick slaps to his her hands. Or maintain contact with flat palms and
see who can get the other off balance first.
• Slaps: Stand facing a partner. With arms bent at the elbows, one partner places palms
down on the other person s upward palms. Person on the bottom (palms up) tries to
quickly come up and “slap” the tops of the other s hands before he she can pull away.
• Thumb Wars: Classic hand game. Clasp fingers of a partner hand
(right to right or left to left) leave thumbs resting on top of your fists.
Chant “1-2-3-4 Let s have a Thumb War!” The goal is to “capture” your
partner s thumb by pinning it down.
• Wall Skateboarding: With one hand on the back of a chair or on a
wall. Pretend to push yourself along on a skateboard by swinging your
outside leg in wide strokes. When you pump and get going “fast”
enough let go of the wall and… pantomime skateboarding down a hill – stay in your
place.
• Mirror-Mirror: There are two players. "A" is the follower (mirror) and "B" starts all the
action. "A" reflects all B's movements and facial expressions. Simple activities for "B" to
initiate are washing his/her face, getting dressed, brushing teeth - etc. This exercise promotes
inventiveness, clowning, and timing - the children should be encouraged to be as specific as
they can with each movement. When "B" is finished, it is "A's" turn.
• ir Writing: Stand up and use your hand to “write” vocabulary, spelling words, math
problems, etc. as large as you can. Variations: put a hand on your opposite shoulder –
use your elbow as the “pen” to write. Or pretend you have a spray can of paint!
• mprovisation: Really get your brain in gear by improvising what else an ob ect might
be! Use interesting household ob ects: wooden spoon, bowl, shoe, yardstick, towel, etc.
See how many different ideas can be generated with students sitting in a circle.
• ula- oops: Need a quick energizer! Keep a few Hula Hoops
around. Try using ust your knees. Can you do two at once
• Donkey icks and artwheels: A larger space is needed. Have
students practice a “donkey kick” by bending down and putting
weight on their hands (as if trying to start a hand-stand) instead
lift up both legs and kick them out as a donkey might.
• Four orners: Classic classroom strategy to get kids up and
moving around. Label each corner as 1-2-3-4 or A-B-C-D or North-South-East-West, etc.
Give students a response choice and have them go to the “corner” that corresponds with
their opinion. i.e. Which U.S. president was in office at the end of the Civil War A) Grant,
B) Lincoln, C) A. Johnson or D) T. Roosevelt Which of these descriptions are you like
the most 1) Athletic, 2) Computer Genius, 3) Performer, 4) Bookworm
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z Play to et the Wiggles Out
• Borrow t: One of many “new games” described by Dale Le evre in, h
irit of lay
oo rati
am s for ll g s, i s, an biliti s Teams of four place a Hula Hoop on
the ground (or a ump rope circle). Place 4-6 items in each circle: balls, shoes, risbees,
hats, etc. Each team member stands with one foot inside the ring. On “Go!” team
members run to other rings and “borrow” one item at a time and run back and place it
in their own circle. Who has the most items in 3 minutes No “guarding” your circle.
• uman nots: Get in a group of at least 3, and form a tight
circle (shoulder-to-shoulder). Have each person reach into the
center of the circle and grab a hand of a person standing across
the circle -- each person must hold hands with 2 different people.
Try to untangle so everyone in the group is holding hands
regularly in a circle. ou cannot let go of one another's hands
while you untangle. Some people can be facing out and some in.
• Juggling: S ar es are an easy and safe way to learn the pattern of uggling in the
classroom. Light chiffon-type scarves can be collected from home or Goodwill. When
uggling scarves, use your whole arm to lift the scarf high, drop it and catch it below
(unlike balls that are tossed upward). Begin with one and two scarves and add on.
• Pass round Twist: Stand (or Kneel) back-to-back with your partner. Keep your
abdominals contracted and maintain perfect posture. Slowly twist to one side and pass
a ball (or any ob ect) off to your partner. Return to the other side to retrieve the ball. Go
fast! Continue for 3 – seconds, going one way. Repeat, going the other direction.
• Pencil Sword Fight With a partner, choreograph a ten-blow sword battle using
pencils-only. Partner A strikes first and Partner B designs a defensive move. Keep
adding blows until the choreography is memorized and one partner makes a final blow
– knocking the pencil out of the hand and ending the fight!
• Mock Battles: n a larger space, let students design a slow-motion mock battle. Use
“invisible” weapons or fight using hands only. Partners orchestrate planned strikes and
defensive moves. Exaggerate facial expressions and guttural sound effects!
• Pencil Grab: Unsharpened pencils are placed on the playing surface in increments of
two, with all erasers facing the same direction. When the clock starts, the player picks
up the first set of two pencils and places them on the back of his or her hand. The player
must flip the pencils into the air then catch them together. The player adds two more
pencils with each turn, building to a final set of twelve. To complete the game, the
player must catch sets of two, four, six, eight, ten, and finally twelve pencils in
succession within the sixty-second time limit.
• erf Ball ui : or a quick review pop quiz, toss a Nerf Ball to students to answer
questions. They can form the next question and toss the ball to another student. Get two
balls going at once for added fun.
• up Stacking: Worth investing in a couple of sets of these plastic cups.
Check out videos on this fun sport! http: www.speedstacks.com
• De- onstruction Station: Bring in some non-working VCR s, clocks,
toasters, CD Players. (Cut the plug off of the cord!) Provide a variety of
screwdrivers and let kids investigate the inner-workings of everyday machines.
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z Play to Laugh & Cele rate
• Preferred ctivity Time (P T):Originated by Dr. red Jones as part of his
“Responsibility Training” technique,
s onsibility raining sim ly in u s th many to
manag th f so that th t a h r o sn t ha to o it t is ust a clever way of training
kids to waste less time during the day. t is a form of Time Management. Students and
teachers create a PAT Bank of activities and determine a set amount of time reserved for
the end of class. Using a Stop Watch teachers keep track of wasted time and deduct it
from the PAT time. GO to the web site for more: http://www.fred ones.com/P T
• Party Games: Musical hairs, Bean Bag Toss, Pin-the-tail: x: eads-up, - p
Pick students. 1 is the leader. They come to the front. The leader says, Heads down,
thumbs up. The go around and touch 1 thumb each. Then when all are back to the front,
leader calls, heads up, up. The chosen students stand and one by one are asked to
guess who picked them. f they are right, they switch places with 1 being part of the
picking students. f they guess wrong, they sit down. After all guess, students reveal who
picked who.
• Minute-to-Win- t hallenges: n 2 1 , NBC premiered a new game show called
inut to in t Contestants had to complete a series of simple tasks within a minute to
win money. Looking almost like birthday party or summer camp games, most of the
contests are easy enough to set up in a classroom with minimal expense and preparation.
Go to the website (www.nbc.com/minute-to-win-it) for a list of the contests and the
rules for each.
• ew Games: “
am s r uir littl or no ui m nt ll that s n
is a sir to
lay, b aus any hil an o th gam s r gar l ss of si , ight, g n r, or ability
n
in gam s h r th r is om tition, th m hasis is on ha ing fun rath r than inning
xample: Sock Wars Collect an assortment of socks who have “lost their mates!” Using
a rope and a sheet, or a portable rolling bulletin board, divide the room in half, as high up
as you can go. Put half the students on each side of the divider with equal number of
socks rolled up, like baseballs. On the word GO, students throw the socks over the divider
as fast as they can. While they are throwing, toss in two beach balls, and tell them they are
worth double points. Give them a ten second warning and then say, Stop . Count
the socks on each side of the divider. The team with the least number of socks - and beach
secs.
balls - wins. 1st round is only 45 seconds, 2nd round is 1 minute, 3rd round is
• Silly Sports & Goofy Games: Dr. Spencer Kagan says, my goal as to shar ith
t a h rs things th y oul o ro of th hat, ith no s ial r aration, to in r as th
n rgy l l in th ir lassrooms, to ha stu nts oo rat , to ro i
hall ng s, an mor
than anything ls , to sim ly ma
lassrooms fun n that h n stu nts ha fun in
lass, th lass ton shift in a ositi
ir tion an th ositi ton transf rr to
a a mi s h r th r as no fun, th r as l ss l arning.”
http://www.kaganonline.com/free articles/dr spencer kagan/ S 3.php
• ther ideas:
o
bstacle ourses and Relay Races
o
verboard wards & eremonies
o Skits nstant-Replays
o
nusual Talent ontest
© 2017, Martha Kaufeldt, Scotts Valley, CA
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10 Things Every Parent Should Know About Play
By: Laurel Bongiorno
1. Children learn through their play.
Don’t underestimate the value of play. Children learn and develop:
• cognitive skills – like math and problem solving in a pretend grocery store
• physical abilities – like balancing blocks and running on the playground
• new vocabulary – like the words they need to play with toy dinosaurs
• social skills – like playing together in a pretend car wash
• literacy skills – like creating a menu for a pretend restaurant
2. Play is healthy.
Play helps children grow strong and healthy. It also counteracts obesity issues facing many
children today.
3. Play reduces stress.
Play helps your children grow emotionally. It is joyful and provides an outlet for anxiety and
stress.
4. Play is more than meets the eye.
Play is simple and complex. There are many types of play: symbolic, sociodramatic, functional,
and games with rules-–to name just a few. Researchers study play’s many aspects: how children
learn through play, how outdoor play impacts children’s health, the effects of screen time on play,
to the need for recess in the school day.
5. Make time for play.
As parents, you are the biggest supporters of your children’s learning. You can make sure they
have as much time to play as possible during the day to promote cognitive, language, physical,
social, and emotional development.
6. Play and learning go hand-in-hand.
They are not separate activities. They are intertwined. Think about them as a science lecture with
a lab. Play is the child’s lab.
7. Play outside.
Remember your own outdoor experiences of building forts, playing on the beach, sledding in the
winter, or playing with other children in the neighborhood. Make sure your children create outdoor
memories too.
8. There’s a lot to learn about play.
There’s a lot written on children and play. Here are some NAEYC articles and books about play.
David Elkind’s The Power of Play (Da Capo, 2007 reprint) is also a great resource.
9. Trust your own playful instincts.
Remember as a child how play just came naturally? Give your children time for play and see all
that they are capable of when given the opportunity.
10. Play is a child’s context for learning.
Children practice and reinforce their learning in multiple areas during play. It gives them a place
and a time for learning that cannot be achieved through completing a worksheet. For example, in
playing restaurant, children write and draw menus, set prices, take orders, and make out checks.
Play provides rich learning opportunities and leads to children’s success and self-esteem.
Laurel Bongiorno, PhD, is the director of Champlain College’s graduate program in early childhood
education, with specializations in teaching and administration, in Burlington, Vermont. She has taught
preschool, directed early childhood programs, and studied parents’ perceptions of preschoolers’ learning
through play.

Retrieved from NAEYC.org
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Enhance Learning, Build Social Connections and
Help Students Flourish: The POWER of PLAY - Resources
Brown, Stuart, MD. (2009) PLAY: How It Shapes the Brain, Opens the Imagination, and
Invigorates the Soul. New York; Penguin Books.

Dweck, C. S. (2006). MINDSET: The New Psychology of Success. New York: Random House.

Elkind, David, PhD. (2007) The Power of Play: Learning What Comes Naturally. Philadelphia,
PA: Perseus Book Group.
Gay, Michelle. (2009). Brain Breaks for the Classroom. New York: Scholastic Teaching
Resources.
Gray, Peter. (2013) FREE to LEARN. New York, NY: Basic Books.

Gregory, G. & Kaufeldt, M. (2015) The Motivated Brain: Improving Student Attention,
Engagement, and Perseverance. Alexandria, VA: ASCD.

Gregory, G. & Kaufeldt, M. (2012) THINK BIG, Start Small: How to Differentiate Instruction in a
Brain-Friendly Classroom. Bloomington, IN: Solution Tree.

Hallowell, Edward M. MD. (2011) SHINE: Using Brain Science to Get the Best From Your People.
Boston, MA: Harvard Business Review Press.

Heidemann, Sandra, & Hewitt, Deborah. (2010) PLAY: The Pathway from Theory to Practice. St.
Paul, MN: Redleaf Press.
Kaufeldt, Martha. (2010) Begin with the Brain: Orchestrating the Learner-Centered Classroom,
2nd edition. Thousand Oaks, CA: Corwin Press.

Louv, Richard. (2005) Last Child in the Woods: Saving our children from nature deficit disorder.
New York: Algonquin Books.

Medina, John. (2008). Brain Rules. & 2010) Brain Rules for Baby. Seattle, WA: Pear Press.

Ratey, J. with Hagerman, E. (2008) Spark: The Revolutionary New Science of Exercise and the
Brain. New York: Little Brown.

Singer, Dorothy G., Golinkoff, Roberta Michnick, Hirsh-Pasek, Editors. Kathy. (2006) Play =
Learning: How Play Motivates and Enhances Children’s Cognitive and Social-Emotional
Growth. NY,NY: Oxford University Press.

Stephenson, Susan & Thibault, Paul. (2006) Laughing Matters: Strategies for Building a Joyful
Community. Bloomington, IN: Solution Tree.
Willis, Judy. (2006) Research-Based Strategies to Ignite Student Learning, Alexandria, VA:
ASCD.
Zull, James E. (2002) The Art of Changing the Brain. Sterling, VA: Stylus Publishing.
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• The Pleasure of Play. http: www.nbcchicago.com news health ThePleasure-of-Play-.html
• Can PLAY Diminish ADHD and Facilitate the Construction of the Social
Brain? https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2242642

Organi ations that promote creati e play
þ Alliance for Childhood, www.allianceforchildhood.org
þ American Association for the Child s Right to Play, www.ipausa.org
þ Children and Nature Network, www.cnaturenet.org (Richard
Louv)
þ ree Range Kids: http: freerangekids.wordpress.com
þ Hooked on Nature, www.hookedonnature.org
þ Jump for Joy oundation, http: www. f.org
þ KaBoom , www.kaboom.org
þ National Institute for Play, www.nifplay.org (Stuart Brown)
þ North Carolina State University Natural Learning Initiative,
www.naturalearning.org
þ Playborhood, www.playborhood.com
þ Sierra Club, Building Bridges to the Outdoors,
www.sierraclub.org youth blog
þ The Association for the Study of Play (TASP)
http: tasplay.org.truceteachers.org
þ The STRONG National Museum of Play
http: www.thestrong.org about-us
þ U.S. Play Coalition, usplaycoalition.clemson.edu
þ Wild Zones, www.wild- one.net
• Video: Prescription for Play:
http: www.allianceforchildhood.org prescriptionforplay
• Video: Playwork: An Introduction –
http: www.youtube.com watch v 9vyl0 t3Ns
• Video: Where do the Children Play?
http: www.press.umich.edu titleDetailDesc.do id 360 73
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RELATED RESOURCES
Available from Hawker Brownlow Education
QTY

CODE

TITLE

PRICE

SOT0607

Best Practices at Tier 1: Daily Differentiation for Effective Instruction, Elementary

$48.40

SOT0591

Best Practices at Tier 1: Daily Differentiation for Effective Instruction, Secondary

$48.40

115041

The Motivated Brain: Improving Student Attention, Engagement, and Perseverance

$35.95

SOT9263

Think Big, Start Small: How to Differentiate Instruction in a Brain-Friendly Classroom

$27.95

117002

Teaching Students to Drive Their Brains: Metacognitive Strategies, Activities, and Lesson Ideas

$32.95

CRH9495

Teachers Change Your Bait!: Brain-Compatible Differentiated Instruction

$35.95

SOT7323

Differentiation and the Brain: How Neuroscience Supports the Learner-Friendly Classroom, Second Edition

$42.95

116017

The Power of the Adolescent Brain: Strategies for Teaching Middle and High School Students

$39.95

Total (plus freight) $

115041

SOT9263

SOT0591

SOT0607

117002

CRH9495

SOT7323

116017

Attention ............................................. Order Number ..............................
Name of School .........................................................................................
Address .....................................................................................................
.......................................... State ....................P/Code .............................
Country .....................................................................................................
Email: .........................................................................................................
Yes, I would like to receive emails from Hawker Brownlow Education about future
workshops, conferences and the latest publications.

TERMS OF TRADE

• Prices are quoted in Australian dollars ($AUD) and include GST
• All prices are subject to change without notice.
• Full money-back guarantee.
• We do realise it is difﬁcult to order sight unseen. To assist you in your selection, please visit our
website <www.hbe.com.au>. Go to ‘Browse Books’ and most titles will give you the option to view
the ﬁrst few pages of the book. Click ‘View Contents’ on your selected book page.
• We will supply our books on approval, and if they do not suit your requirements we will accept
undamaged returns for full credit or refund. Posters are for firm sale only and will not be sent on
approval. Please be aware that delivery and return postage is the responsibility of the customer.
• Freight costs are determined at Australia Post rates, with a minimum delivery charge of $9.50
within Australia and $15.00 for New Zealand for each order.
• Please provide your street address for delivery purposes.

To place an order or to find out more about our resources visit

www.hbe.com.au
Do you want to know all about the latest professional development events in your area? Be the first to find out about new releases from worldrenowned and local authors with the HBE e-newsletter! Upcoming titles will feature authentic assessment and digital media, along with a strong
focus on success in mathematics and literacy. Sign up to our FREE e-newsletter at www.hbe.com.au.

Online ‘On Account’ ordering now available!
If you have a pre-existing account with Hawker Brownlow Education, you can now order online and pay using that account.

